-2-In this letter we report the theoretical prediction and experimental observation of an angular dependence in the valence-band X-ray photoemission spectrum of the noble metals silver and gold. The effect reported here should be ubiquitous in valence-level d shells, as it is an essential consequence of the breakup of the d shell into two distinct irreducible representatiOnS, t 2 g (f 25 I) and e g (f 12 } in a field Of CUbiC Symmetry • Because it is a symmetry effect, we expect it to be'essentially independent of photon energy, provided only that the energy is.above the region where final-state effects become important.
High-purity single crystals of silver and gold were cut to produce a (100) surface orientation, polished to 1 micron smoothness and etched repeatedly, in aqua regia for gold and a 1:1 solution of NH 4 0H:H 2 o 2 for silver, to remove the damage layer formed by polishing. Back-reflection
Laue patterns taken to orient the crystals after this process showed sharp diffraction features, indicating the absence of a deep damage layer.
The crystals were spot-welded to rotatable platens ·and inserted into a Hewlett-P~ckard 5950A electron spectrometer, modified for ultra~ high vacuum operation. The sample preparation chamber was then baked to achieve a base pressure of-8 x 10-10 torr, and the surfaces were cleaned by argon ion bombardment. After this cleaning procedure the Cls intensity indicated less than 0.1 of a monolayer. The oxygen ls peak was uncletectable. The crystals were then heated to -800°C for 1 hr. to anneal out surface damage introduced by ion bombardment. Valence-band spectra taken on annealed and unannealed samples showed definite reproducible
(1-3) differences . Numerous spectra were run with both elements, directions from well-annealed samples, as these directions show the largest effects and are the simplest to interpret. To develop a physical understanding of the effect, consider photo- Here we have assu111ed a plane wave final state. We shall neglect the s-part of the initial state wavefunction since its transition matrix element is small. In any case it may be omitted in discussing angular effects since it contributes no anisotropy to the photoemission spectrum.
Equation (3) ma)'be evaluated to yield In the XPS regime (Ai K excitation) the final state wavevectors Q are a.
• + more than an order of magnitude larger than the maximum k in the first BZ. In this case, the angular averaging of ± 3° given by the analyzer allows us to sample the whole Brillouin Zone. In addition the direct Hence for (6) and the angular intensity distribution may be discussed in terms of the functions dl-1 (8q, <l>q x -y z -r xy yz xz the cross section is given by the t 2 g projection.
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The anisotropy effects stand out most clearly in the gold spectra (Fig. 1) . In the (100] spectrwn the higher binding energy (EB) peak is relatively less intense (in terms of peak heights; an area ratio measurement would be ambiguous), and the lower EB peak 'has relatively less intensity on the low EB side. Both effects are predicted in the calculations. The first arises because of a slightly lower density of e character in the bands that contribute to the high binding-energy g peak. Those bands must be considered in detail to explain this effect quantitatively; qualitatively it can be attributed to a tendency for bonding to nearest neighbors at the "bottom" of the d band; The. second · effect can be identified readily with the top occupied band, which acquired predominantly t 2 g character at L, K; and X in the BZ. This band is responsible for nearly all of the state density in the low EB shoulder of the low-EB peak, which is thus absent in the (100] spectrum.
Both of the above effects are also clearly present in silver (Fig. 2) , although the narrower bandwidth precludes a detailed analysis.
The peak height ratio. in silver is 1.16 (2) d-orbital directed photoemission should be a rather general phenomenon. It should be present in the valence bands of other transition metals, and in some (e.g., platinwn) it may be more pronounced than in silver or gold. Because it is a symmetry effect, it should be present at all photon energies. Remeasurement of XPS spectra of transi~ tion metals using oriented single crystals may therefore be expected to case.
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